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Abstract—We propose a low-complexity method to find quasi-
cyclic low-density parity-check block codes with girth 10 or
12 and shorter length than those designed through classical
approaches. The method is extended to time-invariant spatially
coupled low-density parity-check convolutional codes, permitting
to achieve small syndrome former constraint lengths. Several
numerical examples are given to show its effectiveness.
Index Terms—Code design, girth, QC-LDPC block codes, spa-
tially coupled LDPC convolutional codes, time-invariant codes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The error rate performance of quasi-cyclic low-density
parity-check (QC-LDPC) block codes decoded through it-
erative algorithms is adversely affected by the presence of
cycles with short length in their associated Tanner graphs [1].
Therefore, the minimum length of cycles, also known as girth
of the graph (and denoted by g afterwards), should be kept
as large as possible [2]. At the same time, short block codes
are required in modern applications, like machine-to-machine
communications, where low latency must be achieved.
Motivated by these considerations, we propose a method
for designing QC-LDPC block codes with large girth (g =
10, 12) and short length. QC-LDPC block codes are the basis
for the design of spatially coupled low-density parity-check
convolutional codes (SC-LDPC-CCs). These codes can exploit
shift register-based circuits for encoding [3], whereas sliding
window (SW) iterative algorithms based on belief propagation
(BP) can be used for their decoding [3], [4]. These decoders
perform BP over a window includingW blocks of a bits each
and, at any decoding stage, give in output the first a decoded
bits; the window is then shifted forward by a bits. The smallest
number of blocks required for achieving good performance is
W = α(mh + 1), where mh is the syndrome former memory
order of the code and α ∈ N usually takes values in [5, . . . , 10].
The decoding latency (ΛSW) and per output bit complexity
(ΓSW) of a SW decoder can be expressed as{
ΛSW = Wa = α(mh + 1)a,
ΓSW =
WaIavg·f(wavg,R)
a
= α(mh + 1)Iavg · f(wavg, R),
(1)
where Iavg is the average number of decoding iterations and
f(wavg, R) is a function of the average column weight wavg
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of the parity-check matrix and the code rate R (see [5] for
further details). As mentioned, for fixed values of wavg and
R, a SW decoder returns a bits per window, independently of
the window size W . Hence, if mh is kept small, SC-LDPC-
CCs can be decoded with a small window size, thus yielding,
according to (1), low decoding latency and complexity.
We aim at designing QC-LDPC block codes with smaller
blocklength and SC-LDPC-CCs with smaller mh than those
with comparable girth available in the literature, and we
introduce the notion of compact codes to encompass block and
convolutional LDPC codes with these features in one word.
In order to design compact codes, we resort to a construction
exploiting sequentially multiplied columns (SMCs). The latter
are obtained starting from a base column and consecutively
multiplying it by suitably chosen coefficients. These columns
are used to form the parity-check matrix of a QC-LDPC code
(SC-LDPC-CC) and then a greedy search algorithm is used
to find compact codes. The SMC assumption significantly
reduces the search space and permits us to exhaustively
explore it. Moreover, we use a recently introduced integer
programming optimization model, called min-max [6], in order
to find the minimum possible mh. This model, instead of
performing an exhaustive search, takes benefit of a heuristic
optimization approach, thus further reducing the search time.
II. NOTATION
A. CPM-based QC-LDPC block codes
Let us consider a QC-LDPC block code, in which the parity-
check matrix is anm×n array of N×N circulant permutation
matrices (CPMs), I(pij), 0 ≤ i ≤ m−1, 0 ≤ j ≤ n−1, where
N is the lifting degree of the code. I(pij) is obtained from
the identity matrix through a cyclic shift of its rows by pij
positions, with 0 ≤ pij ≤ N −1. The code length is L = nN .
Them×n matrix P having the integer values pij as its entries
is referred to as the exponent matrix of the code. For such a
QC-LDPC block code, a necessary and sufficient condition for
the existence of a cycle of length 2k in its Tanner graph is [7]
k−1∑
i=0
(
pmini − pmini+1
)
= 0 mod N, (2)
where nk = n0, mi 6= mi+1, ni 6= ni+1.
To achieve a certain girth g, for given values of m and n,
and for a fixed value of N , one has to find a matrix P whose
entries do not satisfy (2) for any value of k < g/2, and any
possible choice of the row and column indexes mi and ni.
Starting from P, the Tanner graph of the code can be easily
obtained, as it is unambiguously related to the values of pij .
2We define an avoidable cycle in the Tanner graph
of a CPM-based QC-LDPC block code as a cycle for
which
∑k−1
i=0
(
pmini − pmini+1
)
= βN , β > 0. A
strictly avoidable cycle is defined as a cycle for which∑k−1
i=0
(
pmini − pmini+1
)
= 0.
B. SC-LDPC convolutional codes
Time-invariant SC-LDPC-CCs are characterized by semi-
infinite parity-check matrices in the form
H =


H0 0 0
. . .
H1 H0 0
. . .
H2 H1 H0
. . .
... H2 H1
. . .
Hmh
... H2
. . .
0 Hmh
...
. . .
0 0 Hmh
. . .
...
...
...
. . .


, (3)
where each block Hi, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,mh, is a binary ma-
trix with size c × a. The syndrome former matrix Hs =[
H
T
0 |H
T
1 |H
T
2 | . . . |H
T
mh
]
, where T denotes transposition, has
a rows and (mh + 1)c columns. The code defined by the
parity-check matrix (3) has asymptotic code rate R = a−c
a
;
mh determines the height of the non-zero diagonal band
in (3), whereas the code syndrome former constraint length
vs = (mh + 1)a gives its length.
C. Link between QC-LDPC block codes and SC-LDPC-CCs
A common representation of the syndrome former matrix
Hs of an SC-LDPC-CC is based on polynomials ∈ F2[x], the
ring of polynomials with coefficients in the Galois field F2.
In this case, the code is described by a c× a symbolic matrix
with polynomial entries, that is
H(x) =


h0,0(x) h0,1(x) . . . h0,a−1(x)
h1,0(x) h1,1(x) . . . h1,a−1(x)
...
...
. . .
...
hc−1,0(x) hc−1,1(x) . . . hc−1,a−1(x)

 ,
(4)
where each hi,j(x), i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , c−1, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , a−1,
is a polynomial ∈ F2[x]. The code representation based on Hs
can be converted into that based on H(x) as follows
hi,j(x) =
mh∑
m=0
h(i,j)m x
m, (5)
where h
(i,j)
m is the (i, j)-th entry of the matrix Hm, the latter
being the m-th block of Hs.
We focus on codes described by a symbolic parity-check
matrix containing only monomials, also known as monomial
codes. In this case,H(x) can be described through an exponent
matrix in the form
P =


p0,0 p0,1 . . . p0,a−1
p1,0 p1,1 . . . p1,a−1
...
...
. . .
...
pc−1,0 pc−1,1 . . . pc−1,a−1

 , (6)
where pi,j is the exponent of the (only) non-null term in
hi,j(x). This extends the definition of exponent matrix intro-
duced above for a QC-LDPC block code, thus evidencing the
link between the two representations. The syndrome former
memory order mh is the largest difference, in absolute value,
between any two elements of P.
III. CODE DESIGN VIA SEQUENTIALLY MULTIPLIED
COLUMNS
It is shown in [8] that the complexity of exhaustively
checking equations of the type (2) goes exponentially high by
increasing each one of the parameters m, n or N . Solutions
with reduced complexity where proposed, for example, in [9],
[10], but the corresponding design methods result in g = 8.
Next, we prove that by using the SMC assumption we can
instead design codes with girth up to 12.
Let m < n ≤ N (m,n,N ∈ N) and consider the exponent
matrix P for a QC-LDPC code in the form (SMC assumption)
P
SMC
m×n =
[
~0 ~P1 γ2 ⊗ ~P1 γ3 ⊗ ~P1 . . . γn−1 ⊗ ~P1
]
,
(7)
where ~0 and ~P1 are column vectors of size m. ~0 is an all
zero vector and ~P1 is a vector with first (i.e., top most) entry
equal to zero, second entry equal to one, while its remaining
entries are selected from {2, . . . , N−1}, in an increasing order.
Vectors γj ⊗ ~P1 (j = 2, . . . , n− 1; γj ∈ {2, . . . , N − 1} and
γj < γj+1) are obtained from the base vector ~P1 through
sequential multiplications, and ⊗ represents multiplication
mod N . Let us denote by Ik0,1,2,...,j , j = 2, . . . , n − 1 a
set containing all relations (2) corresponding to the potential
cycles having lengths ranging between 4 and 2k (k = 2, 3, 4, 5)
in the Tanner graph of (7). The following proposition holds.
Proposition 1. Let PSMCm×n be the exponent matrix of a QC-
LDPC block code C as defined in (7). Suppose that the Tanner
graph associated to the submatrix
[
~0 ~P1
]
contains no strictly
avoidable cycles of length up to 10. Then, the Tanner graph
of C has no strictly avoidable cycle of length up to 10 for
sufficiently large N and a proper choice of γj’s.
Proof. Demonstration is conducted inductively, which means
that γ2 is determined first, followed sequentially by
γ3, γ4, . . . , γn−1. Since we are considering cycles with length
up to 10, for each element in Ik0,1,...,s−1 we can write a relation
of type (2) consisting of, at most, five parts (depending on the
overall length of a considered cycle), namely
aiγi + ajγj + ahγh + akγk + as−1γs−1 (8)
where each two successive indexes are distinct, i.e. i 6= j 6=
h 6= k 6= s− 1. According to (7), the coefficients al’s include
only the elements pi0 = 0 and pi1, i = 0, . . . ,m− 1. Hence,
a0 = 0, while, if present in (8), γ1 = 1. Having assumed
3that the Tanner graph relative to the submatrix
[
~0 ~P1
]
has no
strictly avoidable cycles with length up to 10, it has to be
ai 6= 0, ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , s− 1]. In order to ensure that the whole
expression is different from 0 as well, it is sufficient to choose
γs−1 >
∣∣∣∣−aiγi − ajγj − ahγh − akγkas−1
∣∣∣∣ (9)
with values ∈ {γs−2 + 1, . . . , N − 1}. This condition must
hold for any element of Ik0,1,...,s−1. So, setting λ
k
0,1,...,s−1 =
max{|x| | x ∈ Ik0,1,...,s−1}, and N > λ
k
0,1,...,s−1, all the
elements in Ik0,1,...,s−1 are non-zero mod N . The final value
of N results at the end of this analysis, that is for s = n. 
Example 1. Let m = 3 and n = 6. Suppose that PSMC3×6 is the
exponent matrix of a QC-LDPC block code C, as defined in
(7), such that ~P1 = (0, 1, 29)
T
. Considering (2), it is easy to
check that the Tanner graph associated to
[
~0 ~P1
]
contains no
strictly avoidable cycles of length up to 10. Then, according to
Proposition 1, the Tanner graph of C has no strictly avoidable
cycle of length up to 10 for sufficiently large N and a proper
choice of γj’s. Choosing γ2 = 3, γ3 = 7, γ4 = 67 and γ5 =
144 and N = 271, it is easily verified that C has g = 12. The
code length is L = 1626.
IV. GREEDY SEARCH ALGORITHM
Based on Proposition 1, we have developed a search algo-
rithm that finds the smallest possible γj ∈ {γj−1+1, . . . , N−
1}, j = 2, . . . , n−1, that leads to g = 12. From the complexity
viewpoint, we can estimate the advantage resulting from the
SMC assumption by considering that the exhaustive search of
P requires to find mn elements. Instead, with our method, we
only need to find m + n − 4 values, namely, m − 2 entries
of the vector ~P1 and n − 2 multiplication factors. A formal
description of the proposed greedy search procedure is given
in Algorithm 1. As inputs, it takes m, n, N (m < n ≤ N),
with m,n,N ∈ N, k (= 2, 3, 4, 5), and an all zero matrix P
of dimension m × n. As output, it returns 0 if there is no
feasible solution, or an exponent matrix with girth g ≥ 2k,
otherwise. Moreover, the minimum possible mh for each
exponent matrix of SC-LDPC-CCs has been found through
the min-max optimization model, recently proposed in [6].
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
By applying the method presented in the previous sections,
we have designed several codes with values of N and mh
in many cases significantly smaller than those of classical
codes with the same code rate and girth. The method that
in Section III has been illustrated for the case of g = 12 has
been applied also for the case of g = 10. In particular, we
have considered m = 3, 4 and n = 4, . . . , 12 for the QC-
LDPC block codes, and c = 3, 4 and a = 4, . . . , 12 for the
SC-LDPC-CCs. The obtained values of N and mh have been
compared with those resulting from the application of classical
design approaches reported in [6], [8], [11]–[13], which, to
the best of our knowledge, are those producing the codes with
the minimum values of N and mh. The comparison with our
results is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. We see that the values
obtained through our approach are everywhere smaller (often
Algorithm 1 Greedy search algorithm
Input:m, n, N, k and zero matrix P =
[
~0 ~P1 ~P2 . . . ~Pn−1
]
Output: Exponent matrix P with girth 2k
1: p10 ← 0, p11 ← 1, S2 ← (m −
2)-combinations of {2, . . . , N − 1}
2: top:
3: Pick (p21, . . . , p(m−1)1) from S2 in a way that p21 < p31 <
. . . < p(m−1)1
4: S2 ← S2 \ {(p21, . . . , p(m−1)1)}
5: if at least one of the relations in Ik−10,1 results in a cycle and
|S2| > 0 then
6: goto top
7: else if |S2| = 0 then
8: return 0
9: for j : 2 to n− 1 do
10: Nj ← {γj−1 + 1, . . . , N − 1}
11: loop:
12: Pick γj from the set Nj
13: Nj ← Nj \ {γj}
14: ~Pj ← γj ⊗ ~P1
15: if at least one of the relations in Ik−10,1,...,j results in a cycle
and |Nj | > 0 then
16: goto loop
17: else if |Nj | = 0 then
18: return 0
19: return P
significantly) than those derived with the previous solutions.
Let us denote as N˜ (m˜h) the smallest lifting degree (syndrome
former memory order) found with our approach, and as N∗
(m∗h) the minimum value found through previous approaches.
The ratio of the decoding latency of the newly designed QC-
LDPC block codes over that of the classical ones is
ΘN =
N˜
N∗
. (10)
Based on (1), we can also assess the ratio of decoding
complexity (per output bit) and latency achieved by the newly
designed SC-LDPC-CCs over the classical ones, as
Θmh =
m˜h + 1
m∗h + 1
. (11)
The values of ΘN and Θmh should be kept as small as possible
if we aim at minimizing the decoding latency and complexity.
We have obtained values of ΘN as small as 0.47, which means
a reduction in decoding latency by more than 50%, and values
ofΘmh as small as 0.23, yielding a reduction of ΛSW and ΓSW
by more than 75%, with respect to previous solutions.
As a further benchmark of the newly designed codes, we
have estimated the bit error rate (BER) of our SC-LDPC-CCs
through Monte Carlo simulations of binary phase shift keying
modulated transmissions over the additive white Gaussian
noise channel, and compared it with that of some codes
constructed following [6], [12]. A full-size BP decoder and
a BP-based SW decoder, both performing 100 iterations, have
been used in the simulations. Decoding is performed on a full
codeword of length L → ∞ (practically, L ≈ 6 × 104) when
the full BP decoder is considered, whereas the SW decoder
works over sliding windows of Wa bits each. Let us consider
two of our codes (C1 and C2) with R =
4
7 and g = 10 and 12,
two previous codes (CB1 and CB2) designed following [6] and
44 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
n
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102
103
104
N
new codes m=3, g=10
prev. codes m=3, g=10
new codes m=4, g=10
prev. codes m=4, g=10
new codes m=3, g=12
prev. codes m=3, g=12
new codes m=4, g=12
prev. codes m=4, g=12
Fig. 1. Minimum lifting degree (N ) of new and previously designed QC-
LDPC codes versus n, for m = 3, 4.
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101
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104
m
h
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prev. codes c=3, g=10
new codes c=4, g=10
prev. codes c=4, g=10
new codes c=3, g=12
prev. codes c=3, g=12
new codes c=4, g=12
prev. codes c=4, g=12
Fig. 2. Minimum syndrome former memory order (mh) of new and
previously designed SC-LDPC-CCs versus a, for c = 3, 4.
TABLE I
Values of a, c, mh, vs and g of the considered SC-LDPC-CCs with R =
4
7
.
Code a c mh vs g Θmh
C1 7 3 44 315 10 −
C2 7 3 165 1162 12 −
CB1 7 3 53 378 10 0.83
CB2 7 3 220 1547 12 0.75
CB3 7 3 88 623 10 0.51
CB4 7 3 432 3031 12 0.38
two codes (CB3 and CB4) obtained by unwrapping QC-LDPC
block codes designed as in [12]. The parameters of these
codes are summarized in Table I. Their BER performance is
shown in Fig. 3. We notice that the performance degradation
is minimal for both very large and small window sizes. So,
we can conclude that the new SC-LDPC-CCs do not exhibit
any significant loss with respect to the classical codes, while
they enjoy reduced latency and complexity. The value of Θmh ,
according to (11), is also shown in Table I.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a method for the design of QC-LDPC
block codes able to achieve girths g = 10, 12 with very short
0 1 2 3
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Fig. 3. Simulated performance of SC-LDPC-CCs with: (a) g = 10 and (b)
g = 12 as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio.
block lengths. The same approach has been used to design SC-
LDPC-CCs with very short syndrome former constraint length.
Our method achieves important reductions in the decoding
latency and per output bit complexity at the cost of negligible
performance losses over classical approaches.
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